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Question: 1 
   
To which of the following objects can you assign external process steps ? Note : There are 2 correct 
answers to this question. 
 
A. Delivery item type 
B. Work Center 
C. Packaging specification 
D. Handling unit type 
 

Answer: B, D     
 

Question: 2 
   
You have maintained several process types that should all use the same storage type search sequence 
for putaway . You want to minimize customizing efforts and create only one entry for these process 
types. 
What can you use to achieve this goal ? 
 
A. Storage process 
B. Activity assigned to process type 
C. Process type group 
D. Putaway control indicator 
 

Answer: C     
 

Question: 3 
   
Which distribution methods can you use to replicate delivery documents from an SAP ERP system to SAP 
Extended Warehouse 
Management ? 
Note : There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. Distribution via Post Processing Framework [PPF] ACTIONS 
B. Immediate distribution at document creation 
C. Core Interface [CIF] distribution model 
D. Manual distribution 
 

Answer: B, D     



 

Question: 4 
   
What do you control with an activity area ? 
Note : There are 2 correct answers to this question. 
 
A. The size or volume of a warehouse order 
B. The doors that can be connected to a staging area 
C. The are in which a resource will work in the warehouse 
D. The stock search sequence during warehouse task creation for picking 
 

Answer: C, D     
 

Question: 5 
   
When creating new document types , what must you keep in mind about system profiles? 
 
A. That the profiles are predefined and not changeable 
B. That you should use the profiles created be Business Configuration Sets [BC Sets] 
C. That you have to define your own profiles for your specific processes 
D. That the profiles have to be assigned to your new document type 
 

Answer: A     
 


